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Was There a Distinctive Christian Culture in the 20
th

 Century? 

By 

Christopher J. Moore 

 

„Culture is a powerful force in society'
1
 which may be composed of, or 

contain many cultures and sub-cultures. To establish whether there was a 

distinctive Christian culture in twentieth- century Britain requires a 

definition of culture in general terms and then Christian culture in particular, 

which may be identified by its own characteristics and modus operandi. I 

will briefly explore aspects of two non-Christian cultures, Islam and 

Judaism before reaching a conclusion on whether or not the Christian 

culture of that period was distinctive.  This discussion will be confined to 

Christianity as exemplified by certain aspects of the Roman Catholic, 

Anglican and Free Church traditions, (particularly the Salvation Army).  

 

In Britain, there was a distinctive youth culture which changed and evolved 

throughout the twentieth-century. Portraits of youth culture often reflected 

the actions of small minorities within an otherwise law-abiding generation 

who all but went unnoticed. In politics too, there was a distinctive business 

or „enterprise-culture‟ defined during the Thatcher years with some of its 

members labelled „Yuppies‟ – young upwardly-mobile professionals. 

Similarly there were other areas of culture covering spheres such as the arts, 

comprising fashion, music and theatre. The members of each of these 

groups or cultures embraced a particular way of life and a system of 
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customs and beliefs which allowed them varying degrees of prominence, 

notoriety even, at particular times during the century.  

 

Christian Culture in the Twentieth-Century 

 

Christians follow the teachings of Jesus Christ, though each denomination 

has its own individual set of rules, celebrations and hierarchy which reflect 

its own unique culture. At the beginning of the twentieth-century the Church 

of England had as its Supreme Governor the Sovereign, Queen Victoria who 

had reigned since the age of 18 years after her coronation in 1837 and the 

spiritual leader of the Anglican Communion was the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Frederick Temple. The Roman Catholic Church took its lead 

from Pope Leo XIII in Rome with Cardinal Vaughan, Archbishop of 

Westminster leading the faithful of England and Wales. Whilst the 

personalities changed over time, these positions of authority remained in 

existence throughout the twentieth-century. 

 

Anglican, Roman Catholic and the Free Churches in Britain were all said to 

be in a reasonably healthy position at the turn of the century and it is useful 

at this point to mention some of the measures available to quantify this 

existence.  These include the number of members who attended and/or 

ministered regularly at church services; those who received the sacraments 

such as communion and marriage and the number of Christian funerals. The 

existence or otherwise of other Christian institutions such as faith schools 

contribute to the nature of their culture as would the prominence of religion 
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in the media and the involvement of Christians in public life. These may 

help to identify the characteristics which define the Christianity of Britain 

and establish whether it was a powerful force in the twentieth century. 

 

An examination of the Church of England shows that baptisms, 

confirmations and Easter communions were all on the increase as the 

century dawned.
2
 Over 3.7 million children were being educated in church 

schools in 1903 and the majority of these were within the Anglican 

tradition.
3
 Roman Catholics „were to be found in every side of the national 

life‟
4
 and there was a „Steady rise in the proportion of marriages performed 

in Catholic churches.‟
5
 By 1920 there was a „mass of new institutions‟

6
 and 

the church had experienced a „Rapid growth in convents‟.
7
 Membership of 

the Free Churches continued growing though not at the same rate as the 

population
8
 and „Free churchmen … included a good half of the Englishmen 

for whom religion meant anything very much.‟
9
 The Salvation Army in 

particular, was exerting influence as a social work agency and developed a 

practical approach to social problems. By 1900 membership after just 25 

years of existence was approaching 100,000 with 4,000 full time officers 

and workers, 1300 buildings and centres. 
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However, it is suggested that not everything was quite as rosy in Britain as 

these statistics seem to suggest. William Booth, founder of the Salvation 

Army recorded in 1890 that people in England were submerged in „vice, 

poverty and crime‟.
10

 Furthermore, he calculated that at that time, one in ten 

of the population of England and Wales were trapped in „destitution and 

despair‟.
11

 This is hardly indicative of a culture that shares the values of 

Christianity and even if the churches were apparently healthy at the start of 

the century, history shows that it was a time of decline. 

 

Culture within the Free Churches 

 

The main Free Churches „entered the twentieth century with a strong sense 

of corporate identity‟ and in Britain reached their maximum membership 

just before the First World War. Like the Roman Catholics, they were 

excluded from the established Church of England. On the political front, the 

Free Churches were united in their support of Liberalism, though there were 

nonconformists of other political colours. On the social front too they were 

united through the notable absence of the aristocracy and the major 

professions. 

 

William Booth was driven to preach the good news of salvation to the poor 

in East London. He founded The Christian Mission and worked hard, 

despite opposition from some of those to whom he attempted to minister. 

His „yearnings to help the poor ... had a powerful influence‟ on his whole 
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life.
12

 In 1878, The Christian Mission changed its name to the Salvation 

Army in recognition that Booth was waging a war against the evil of sin and 

that once a person‟s soul was saved, God would provide them with all the 

necessities of life. In the twentieth-century, the Salvation Army existed as it 

does today to „save souls, grow saints and serve suffering humanity‟
13

. 

 

To achieve its mission in the twentieth century, the Salvation Army did not 

use the traditional methods of other Christian churches. In particular, it did 

not include the use of the sacraments of baptism or Holy Communion in its 

worship.
14

 There were a number of reasons for this which included practical 

aspects, for example, many converts were former alcoholics and it was felt 

unwise to tempt them with wine at communion. Theologically, some of their 

leaders argued that there was no scriptural basis for the requirement that 

Christians must receive the sacraments in order to attain salvation.  Unlike 

some of its Christian counterparts, the Salvation Army encouraged women 

to play an equal part in its ministries and did not wish to compromise on the 

issue of the sacraments. Finally, Salvationists noted that Quakers lead holy 

lives without incorporating sacraments into their liturgy. 

 

„Salvationists emphasise in their doctrine and in their mission the universal 

call to personal salvation, the challenge to holiness and the need for 

evangelical zeal‟.
15

 In the twentieth century this evangelisation was 
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promoted by offering practical social support to those in need and they 

conducted their mission in a militaristic style which included the wearing of 

uniforms and the adoption of military hierarchical titles. The latter enabled 

them to be instantly recognisable to those in need of both material and 

spiritual assistance. They provided food, shelter, and warmth to the destitute 

and poor and they encouraged the unemployed to work. Much of this work 

in Britain was conducted from their churches which were known as 

Citadels, a word which maintains the militaristic culture of their mission. 

 

During the 1960s, the Free Churches suffered considerable decline in terms 

of membership. The characteristic culture of the pre-war Free Churches 

such as involvement in voluntary work which provided among others 

benefit societies, schools, nursing and infant welfare were effectively 

absorbed by the state. The Free Churches were also affected by political 

changes with the Liberals being replaced by Labour after the First World 

War.
16

 

 

It seems the Free Churches, which were born out of a „mixture of religious 

convictions and social and political exclusion‟ needed to consider whether 

to remain separate from the established church at the end of the twentieth 

century when all the previous barriers or boundaries have been removed.
17

 

Arguably, their distinctive culture had all but disappeared. 

 

Roman Catholic Culture 
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Hornsby-Smith holds that the Roman Catholic Church was the largest 

organised church in Britain in terms of Mass attendance. If the number of 

Catholics who belonged but did not practice their faith were included, the 

figure would be much greater. This idea of believing but not belonging is 

one to which I will return later.
18

 Perhaps the best method for considering 

the culture of the Catholic Church is to compare its characteristics and 

methods before and after the Second Vatican Council. 

 

In the first half of the century, the Roman Catholic Church was 

Ultramontanist, that is, there was a strong emphasis on the prerogatives and 

powers of the pope in what was a centralised and autocratic establishment. 

The church was heavily clericalised, dominated by men and Catholic priests 

held ecclesiastical supremacy in their parishes. Much of this domination was 

perpetuated through the liturgy with the Mass being said in Latin. This was 

a church where the laity were little more than spectators at the celebration of 

the Holy Eucharist during which many prayed the rosary and demonstrated 

little understanding of the sacred liturgy unfolding in front of them. This 

was not helped by the fact that the priest consecrated the bread and wine 

with his back to the community. Roman Catholics were insulated from the 

rest of the world in other ways, for example by the Index, a list of books that 

Catholics were forbidden to read, but this isolation prompted some 

Catholics into positive action.  
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At the beginning of the century, the Diocese of Salford was not untypical of 

many urban and industrial centres in Britain. The Catholic population of the 

diocese numbered a little over quarter of a million souls from mainly 

working-class backgrounds, often of Irish origin but also with significant 

numbers of immigrants from other European traditions. At this time, 

Catholics felt that British society discriminated against them and maintained 

a „lingering anti-Catholic bigotry‟. The newly appointed Bishop of Salford, 

Louis Charles Casartelli „emphasised the need for the Catholic laity to come 

together to address the social and political issues affecting Catholics and 

assume control of their affairs under Episcopal direction.‟
 19

 One practical 

outcome of this message published in his first pastoral letter was the 

formation in 1908 of the Chums Benevolent Association, encouraged by 

Bishop Casartelli but established by Catholic laymen as a „strictly Catholic 

and non-political‟ arena in which Catholic professional and business men 

could meet one another to further their own mutual interests and „to assist 

those who require our aid‟.
20

 Casartelli pledged his wholehearted support to 

this new organisation which developed through the twentieth century into an 

association of some 10,000 members across Britain, Ireland, Malta, 

Zimbabwe and Australia. Along the way it changed its name to the more 

dignified title, the Catenian Association – from the Latin Catena, meaning 

chain - representing the links between the members forged through their 

shared faith and friendship.
21

 Here then was an example in Britain of Roman 

Catholics maintaining their culture by developing a lay organisation with its 
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own hierarchy, supporting one another and thereby assisting the Church in 

its mission. 

 

While the newly formed Catenian Association offered a section of the laity 

some respite from the secular world, without doubt, the Second Vatican 

Council was the catalyst for the most dramatic liturgical and cultural 

changes within the Catholic Church during the twentieth century. 

Announced in 1959 by Pope John XXIII, Hastings summarises the 

outcomes: - 

 

 „… the Latin liturgy was replaced by the vernacular, the 

cup was offered to the laity, married men would at least 

be ordained to the diaconate, Protestant Bible societies 

were to be worked with, the modern world was to be 

sympathized with rather than condemned.‟
22

 

 „It so greatly changed the character of by far the largest 

communion of Christendom (and by and large, in a 

direction which we may describe not too unfairly as one 

of “Protestantization”), that no one has been left 

unaffected.‟
23

  

 

There was undoubtedly a theological shift which encouraged greater 

participation by the laity in the Church in Britain, however, „the ordinary 
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“Catholic in the pew” first experienced these changes in the Sunday 

liturgies‟. The Mass was no longer said in Latin, but in English and the 

priest faced the congregation as part of the community rather than 

symbolically with his back to the people acting as mediator between them 

and God.  

 

Traditionally, the clergy were responsible for all things sacred and the laity 

was identified only with the secular.  However, Apastolicam Actuositem, the 

Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity „acknowledged a demand for and 

assumption of greater responsibility … on the part of the laity‟.
24

 

Consequently, towards the end of the twentieth century the laity, including 

women, were able to read the scriptures, lead the prayers of the faithful, 

carry the gifts at the offertory and later to assist in the distribution of Holy 

Communion as extra-ordinary ministers of the Eucharist. These changes 

arguably brought the Catholic Church in Britain closer to the Anglican 

Communion and inevitably paved the way towards a „more favourable 

ecumenical climate‟.
25

  

 

Furthermore, the establishment of Pastoral Councils lead in some areas, but 

not all, to an „increased opportunity for participation‟ to the laity in which 

some of the power of the priests was delegated to the laity who became part 

of the decision making mechanisms in the Church.
26

 It may be argued that 

these changes blurred the distinction between the Roman Catholic faith and 
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other Christian denominations, leaving its culture less distinctive. However, 

this opened opportunities for discussion on ecumenism and potentially 

invited co-operation between the churches.  

 

When Pope John XXIII announced the Second Vatican Council he called 

for a new spirit of Pentecost. In February 1967 on the other side of the 

Atlantic a new spirit of Pentecost was indeed awakened in the Catholic 

Church. It started among a small group of American Catholics in the Ark 

and Dove retreat house at Duquesne University with an evening talk given 

by an Episcopalian woman who spoke about knowing Jesus personally. 

While this was greeted by at least one of the retreatants with a degree of 

scepticism, the following evening she was driven by the Holy Spirit to 

surrender her life to the Lord unconditionally in what was a new Pentecostal 

experience.
27

  

 

The Catholic Charismatic Renewal movement quickly spread throughout 

the United States and Canada and then to the rest of the world, including 

Britain. At the feast of Pentecost in 1975, 10,000 people from over 60 

countries attended the International Congress of the Renewal in Rome 
28

 

and on 30
th

 May 1998, 400,000 representatives from the ecclesial 

movements gathered in St Peter‟s Square to hear Pope John Paul II deliver a 

speech on the importance of the charismatic dimension of the church.
29

 The 

strength of charismatic renewal in the Catholic Church lay in the fact that it 
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had no formal structure; females as well as males were able to lead prayer 

groups, healing services and even communities that were formed as a result. 

It moved people away from the „seemingly hopeless battles over structural 

change in Church … into a world of healing and spiritual victories. It 

renewed confidence, hope, and a sense of inner freedom.‟ Rather than 

inventing something radical, it returned to the lost charisms demonstrated in 

the culture of the early Church and recorded in the Acts of the Apostles.
30

 

This then was almost a complete reversal of the formal, hierarchical, male 

orientated, highly clericalised culture of the pre-Second Vatican Council 

church to one where the laity, both men and women became actively 

involved in spreading the message of Jesus. This was achieved through 

small informal prayer groups, praise and worship services incorporating 

modern hymns composed by both Catholic and non-Catholic musicians 

together with the re-introduction of the spiritual charisms including healing, 

speaking in tongues (glossolalia), wisdom, prophesy and discerning of 

spirits that are recorded in chapters 1 to 4 of the Acts of the Apostles. 

Furthermore, the Eucharist, described in the Catechism of the Catholic 

Church as the „source and summit of the Christian life‟ remained the central 

feature of Catholic culture. 

 

Some would argue that the Second Vatican Council effectively led to the 

dilution of the Catholic subculture in Britain by the nineteen-eighties.
31

 The 

loss of the Latin Mass and the increased involvement of the laity diminished 
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its distinctive character. Many Catholics found (and still find) the changes 

traumatic. There were also negative consequences, for example on 

questions of morality; Catholics were now „making up their own minds‟ 

particularly in areas such as contraception. Whilst the liturgical changes 

brought about by Vatican II seemed to dilute the Catholic sub-culture, the 

majority of British Catholics embraced them.
32

 However the evidence 

suggests that the Catholic hierarchy now had less influence over its 

members in Britain and that power had to some degree shifted from the 

ordained ministers to the laity. The Catholic Church now bore a much 

closer resemblance to its Anglican counterpart. 

 

The Anglican Culture 

 

If the culture of religion is also measured in terms of religious practice and 

„there had been no very sharp statistical alteration in the religious practice in 

England between 1890 and 1960‟ it is probably safe to say that as the 

practice of Anglicans remained fairly steady during that period, so did their 

culture.
33

  

 

At the beginning of the twentieth century „belonging‟ to a religion for most 

believers meant the Church of England which was closely linked to 

society.‟ The schools attended, social activities, attitudes towards the use of 

alcohol and even membership or support of political parties „were all 

strongly affected by one‟s Church‟.  
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As the century progressed, the links between church and society gradually 

loosened. Prior to his enthronement as the hundredth Archbishop of 

Canterbury in June 1961, Michael Ramsey prophesised: „It may be the will 

of God that our Church should have its heart broken‟.
34

 In the second half of 

the century it was no longer the norm to be married in church, nor did it 

seem to affect the individual‟s social standing if they no longer attended 

church. In fact, to do so was often due to personal choice and commitment 

and slightly unusual.
35

 Badham adds, „Whatever statistics are chosen: 

baptism, confirmation, marriage, ordination … or Church attendance; all 

show a fairly steady downward drift.‟
36

  The institution of the new General 

Synod in November 1970 was a catalyst for change and it made two 

important recommendations. The first was that Synod and not parliament 

should become the final authority in all matters of worship and doctrine. 

The second was that bishops should no longer be selected by the Prime 

Minister. These were substantially accepted, though the Prime Minister has 

the final choice of bishop from a short-list supplied by the Church. Despite 

this, there was still a sharp statistical decline and some churches were in 

„danger of rapidly fading away as over one thousand Anglican churches 

became redundant between 1969 and 1984.
37

  

 

Believing Without Belonging 
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The culture of decline that was apparent within the major denominations 

from the 1960s onwards was not just occurring within the church. Society 

too was experiencing a downturn as companies of all sizes closed or 

swallowed up by others often from foreign countries; coal mines and steel 

works that were considered uneconomical ceased too and unemployment 

rates soared. Personal freedom and sexual equality lead to massive increases 

in the divorce rate and by 1980 more than 140 thousand registered abortions 

were being recorded every year.  The number of alcoholics had trebled 

since 1959 and the number of young people serving prison sentences almost 

doubled during the 1970s. Communities of Moslems, Sikhs and Hindus 

were now filling the deserted Free Church buildings.
38

 The whole of British 

culture underwent a metamorphosis and religion felt it too.  

 

New religious movements sprang up offering a „revitalisation of religious 

culture – and a safer, surer, swifter path to salvation that the overly 

institutionalised Churches.
39

 However the total membership of these new 

churches which included Christadelphians, Christian Scientists, Mormons 

and Jehovah‟s Witnesses together rose from some 71,000 in 1900 to just 

over half a million in 2000 with the Witnesses and Mormons together 

accounting for more than half of that growth. Whilst these figures seem 

impressive, they account for only one sixth of the members lost to the 

conventional churches. The new religious movements of the 1970s were 

also „numerically all but irrelevant.‟ The most generous estimates show 

fewer than 15,000 members with the Unification Church having only 400 
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members. This puts the contribution of the new religious movements into 

proper context.
40

  

 

Whilst many in Britain had left the conventional churches due to discontent, 

most did not transfer their allegiances to the „new‟ religions.
41 

However, 

„the majority of British people … persist in believing, but see no need to 

participate with even minimal regularity in their religious institutions‟.
42

 In 

order to consider this culture of belonging without believing this essay will 

examine the four post-war periods suggested by Davie.  

 

At the end of 1945, Britain was in ruins with only 10 per cent of churches in 

London left unscathed. The feeling of relative well-being with church 

circles in the 1950s provoked a religious revival. The Anglican Church was 

one with society, portrayed most vividly by the coronation of Elizabeth II in 

June 1953. This event coincided with advancements in technology which 

enabled the nation to witness this religious service to be witnessed by 

millions on television. „The Coronation embodied in high-profile form … 

the establishment spirit of the 1950s‟, but the emphasis lay on 

„reconstruction‟ of the old order. However, there was a gradual realisation 

that this could not be achieved in a nation that „remained largely indifferent 

to what was going on in the churches‟.
43
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The 1960s, as we saw earlier, were a time of challenge and revolution and 

the churches which were not immune also saw considerable immigration 

and a significant transformation in the role of women, in the home, in 

society and in the church. Christian values were transformed and even 

abandoned by many, affecting especially traditional family life. There was a 

loss of confidence in the churches which were forced to consider ways of 

adapting to the new culture, the new world in which they found themselves 

if they were to „stem the growth of religious indifference‟. The 

transformation of the Roman Catholic Church following the Second Vatican 

Council, (already described above) which brought about what Pope John 

XXIII termed aggiornamento – a bringing up to date, a spirit of change, of 

modernity – perhaps sums up religiosity in the 1960s. It was a time when 

the barriers between the sacred and the secular were broken, Latin was 

replaced by the vernacular, Catholics became like everyone else.
44

 

 

The next decade saw something of a re-emergence of and a „greater 

emphasis on the sacred‟, though not so much in the mainline churches but 

more in new movements which were many and varied. In addition, house 

churches began to increase as some Christians demanded „a greater 

distinctiveness in church life‟.
45

 The migrant communities who had moved 

to Britain starting in June 1948, were „shocked to discover the white 

population were both extremely racist and largely a-religious or anti-

religious‟. Their own black led churches provided sanctuary from the white 

society where many Christians were far from loving and welcoming. Their 
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mainly Pentecostal communities provided both a „mutual support network‟ 

and a flamboyant worship style in which the „encounter with God was 

holistic: their emotions, body and mind are all committed to worship and the 

celebration of life‟. This was a very different Christian culture to that 

portrayed by their white counterparts.
46

 However, these communities were 

relatively small and whilst widespread indifference remained the norm, it 

was still nominally Christian as few people adopted alternatives to 

Christianity. There was also a change in emphasis where church 

membership became something that was „sought after and chosen‟, thereby 

hardening the line between sacred and secular. The next decade, saw what 

Davie describes as a „curious reversal of roles‟. Whilst Margaret Thatcher 

led an „unprecedented programme of radical reform‟, the church leaders, 

who represented only a minority of the population, became „defenders of the 

whole nation‟. In particular they stood up for those who were least able to 

defend themselves who paradoxically were the least likely to be members of 

a church.
47

    

 

The final decade of the twentieth century was very much a consumer 

society, both in terms of material needs and spiritual requirements. This led 

to two diverse reactions by the Christian churches: one was to respond to 

individual and communal spiritual needs and the other was to reject the 

notion of consumerism.
48

 One way the Anglican Church responded to 

spiritual needs was to present the basic principles of the Christian faith in a 
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relaxed and informal atmosphere. The Alpha Course, which started at Holy 

Trinity, Brompton in the 1970s is a perfect example of this:  

By 1990, when former barrister Nicky Gumbel took over the 

course, Alpha was a central feature of the church's life. It 

was while leading his second Alpha course that Nicky 

realised how this simple course could also appeal to non-

churchgoers and he adapted the course to give it the kind of 

feel that would suit this group. The Alpha course spread 

during the 1990s, initially in the UK and then internationally, 

as more churches and groups found it a helpful way to 

answer questions about the Christian faith in an informal 

setting. There are now over 33,500 courses worldwide in 163 

countries and it is supported by all the major 

denominations.
49

 

Rather than embracing consumerism others rejected it and opted for an 

alternative lifestyle. Many such lifestyles were on offer in the 1990s, one 

example being the proliferation of alternative medicines. Whatever option 

was adopted, they seemed to have one thing in common, the need to treat 

the whole person rather than simply the presenting symptoms. „It is 

increasingly recognised that the whole person includes some sort of spirit, 

together with mind and body‟. What the 1960s had achieved in separating 

the sacred and the secular, alternative lifestyles in the 1990s managed to go 

some way to restoring the balance or at least blurring the lines between the 
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two categories. The crucial point is that „The decrease in institutional 

religion has not destroyed religious belief‟ and „nominal Christianity … 

provides a rich seedbed for alternative versions of the sacred‟.
50

 

 

Summary  

 

The twentieth century started with a strong Christian culture divided into a 

number of sub-cultures, including the Roman Catholic, Anglican and Free 

Churches. The Anglican Church was distinctive in that it held close bonds 

with the state, but considerable reformation took place in all three. The 

Catholic Church which entered the century with the Latin Mass, and an 

aloof, dominating clergy, distanced itself from the other Christian 

denominations but by the end of the century had become somewhat 

„protestantised‟, through, among other things, the use of the vernacular and 

the abolition of boundaries that separated its members from the Anglican 

Communion. The Anglican Church in Wales became separated from the 

state and the Free Churches seemed to lose their sense of identity. Society 

changed too and in the latter part of the century, citizens enjoyed prosperity 

and considerable freedom through an improved economic climate and 

changes in legislation. People moved away from organised religion but 

continued to believe. The Christian culture itself became less distinctive, 

moving from a very public, corporate form of worship towards a more 

private belief by the individual living his or her life without necessarily 

belonging to a particular community.  
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Brown observes that the decline from the 1960s onwards was „more 

fundamental than just failing churches‟ and states that whilst Christianity 

was in decline, „non-Christian religions are thriving‟.
51

 These religions are 

often the result of immigration from former British colonies. Islam is one 

such faith, which bears many similarities to Christianity. Muslims for 

example, believe in monotheism (Allah); their spiritual book, the Qur‟an 

which is the word of God as revealed to the prophet Mohammed and 

contains references to Biblical characters such as Adam, Noah, Moses and 

Jesus. Islam reinforces traditional values and mosques provide a place of 

prayer and worship as well as support for Muslim communities. Likewise, 

Christians promote their values through the church and faith schools.  Like 

some Christians, Muslims rely on informal support networks and enjoy 

charismatic leadership. Movements exist to promote a return to religion by 

Muslims who no longer practice their faith. Education is important but 

Muslims fear that discipline in British state schools does not match their 

high expectations. They share common purposes, in particular an aspiration 

to achieve the best conditions in which Muslims can live their faith in 

Britain. For example, while attempting to integrate with native 

communities, they wish to retain their own dress codes which may lead 

them into conflict over areas such as school uniform and animal welfare 

through the preparation of halal food.
52
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Judaism too shares some similarities with Christianity, especially the Old 

Testament but is otherwise largely an unstructured religion, having no figure 

of papal authority and not even the Chief Rabbi of Israel has authority over 

British Jews. It requires those who are wage-earners to give ten per cent of 

their income to charity and to care for the poor. Like their Christian 

counterparts, they believe in a single God but their „God is spirit not the 

elderly gentleman of much Christian iconography‟. 
53

  

 

The major characteristics of the individual devout Jew include praying three 

times every day and attending additional services on the Sabbath where the 

liturgy is rich and complex. The Sabbath is observed from sundown Friday 

to sundown Saturday and the Orthodox Jew undertakes no work except that 

which involves saving life and would use the occasion to gather with their 

families. Great value is placed upon the reading and study of the sacred 

Torah and observing their strict dietary rules. 
54

 

 

Between 1881 and 1905 about a million Jews left Russia and Poland and 

some ten per cent settled here in Britain. A further wave of immigrants 

arrived at the outbreak of World War Two. These immigrants modelled 

their places of worship on those in their homeland, usually based in small 

rooms within their own homes in preference to attending the cathedral-sized 

synagogues in the cities such as London.
55 

 Jews tend to be born into the 
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Jewish Community but few resign and they either chose to observe the rules 

(to different degrees) or ignore them altogether.
56

  

 

Conclusion 

 

It is clear that there was no single religious culture evident in Britain during 

the twentieth-century, but several, both Christian and non-Christian.  

Christian culture has „survived the turmoil of the twentieth century and its 

ideals are worth preserving as they represent „a true source of hope for 

humanity‟.
57

 It remained „committed, serious, open-minded, constructive, 

ecumenical, diverse, a major contributor to national life but certainly no 

longer a dominant intellectual, social or political force‟.
58

  Whilst other non-

Christian religions including Islam and Judaism with their distinctive dress 

and codes of practice existed and in some cases grew in Britain in the last 

century, Christian churches despite their decline, „continue to exist … with 

increasing commitment from decreasing numbers.
59

  Christopher Dawson 

argues that „Christian culture is at root a culture of hope, for the future and 

for all time‟ and this is perhaps what makes it distinctive from all other 

forms of culture.  
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